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Part A

Answer any ten questions.

Each question carries 2 marks.
 

1.  Mentions the benefits associated with the construction of dams.

2.  Differentiate between renewable and non-renewable energy resources.

3.  Define biomass.

4.  Expand E-V-R-T Species .

5.  Define the term Solid Waste Management.

6.  Name any two objectives of R&R policy.

7.  What are the objectives of environment protection Act?

8.  What do you mean by corporate and social environmental responsibility?

9.  What are the environmental risks to business?

10.  Write a note on green entrepreneurship in India.

11.  Explain about Economic social council of UN.

12.  Write a short note on human right and science and technology.

(10×2=20)
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Part B

Answer any six questions.

Each question carries 5 marks.
 

13.  Differentiate between tangible and intangible resources.

14.  How can sustainable life styles contribute towards protection of environment?

15.  Give a brief note on flood, earthquakes, cyclone and land slides.

16.  What is acid rain ? Explain its effects and control measures.

17.  List out the characteristics of sustainable development.

18.  List down the advantages of green business .

19.  Explain the advantages of green entrepreneurship

20.  Explain three generations of human rights.

21.  Write a short note on the powers of State human Right Commission.

(6×5=30)

Part C

Answer any two questions.

Each question carries 15 marks.
 

22.  Write an explanatory note on the multidisciplinary nature of Environment Science.

23.  Explain the various types of pollutions and measures to control such pollution.

24.  Differentiate between green entrepreneurship & traditional entrepreneurship.

25.  What are the provisions included in Indian Constitution for Human Rights?

(2×15=30)
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